
ase conjugate interferometry with a p 
fractive crystal 

Iii the abcence of tra;iricnl piicnoniena occuriing in nonlinear media. rhe foul--wave 
mining (FWM) scheme to gcncrale phase conjugate (PC) wavzs I considered to be 
analogous to real-time !iolography. The FWM scheme (Fig. 1) consists of two counter- 
propagating p!ane waves (pump waves) and a probe wave ot an arbitrary wavefi-on1 in- 
terferi,ig in e noniinear medium. Owing to nonlinear inleriiciion~ in the medium a fourth 
w a w  1 5  generated which connierpropagates to the probc wave and is o b w v e d  to be the 
PC replica of the probe wove. The formarion of the PC wave 21s a real-time holographic 
process may be visualized as iollows: (i) ?he pr-obe wave arid one of the pump waves 
(wri l r  wave) h r n  an interference pattern in the med~um;  ( 1 1 )  the other pump wave (read 
, ,,, is d!ffracted by the standing interference pattern, and ( i i i )  the reaultm! dift'racied 
wave is the desired PC wave. 

Severa! nonlinear materials have been used to generate PC v~avesl  ' Photorcfrnctive 
IPR) mater~als  form a d~r t inc t  class ot non!inear media hecause oi thrii large arid 
sarurahle noiilinzarities. Lithium iiiohste. barium titanate, b imurh  silicon oxide. and 
b imuth  gzrmariioin oxide are 3 few examples (IF the PR crystals which havc been exlcri- 
siveiy studicd to pciierats PC waves'. We have rn:~de ir!%estigalions in iron-doped Litii- 
iiim niohatc (IBLN) to generate PC waves. 111 this paper, we hnrc sunimari7ed two ncw 
methods of geilerating PC waves in i U i N  crystal, subsequently utilizing it in interfer- 
rmelric applicat~ons. These methods have been de>criSed i:i t v ~ o  separate subdivisions, 
iiarnzly. Part.; 1, and IP. We have alsri evalua:rci [he Michelsons inierferometer aAei re- 
placing ih? beam sp1i:ter with the nonlinear IDLN crysrai. This has been br-iefly de- 
,- . -ih > L I , ~ C ~  [I-, Par1 111. 
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X i l o  I. The four-wave rnlxtng geometry to generate 
ph.i\e wnjugate waves *ith LtNb0i:Fe crystal. The 
i l~iectcon of the c-axis of the crystal 1s mdmted.  

3. I~.q~erimental  

Purr 1 

We had reported a novel technique of generating PC waves In PR iron-doped lithium 
niobate4. Two waves of equal intensity from an argon laser are made to interfere in the 
crystal. The interference results in the formation of a semipermanent phase grating. Af- 
ter the formation of the phase grating due to the interference of IREF and  lo^, the crystal 
is rotated by 180' (n-rotation) about an axis perpendicular to the optical table. The n- 
rotation of the crystal amounts to  rotation of the grating vector by 180' about an axis 
perpendicular to the plane containing I K E ~  and los,. The n-rotated grating is siimlar to 
that observed in a typical FWM geometry (Fig. I )  where IREt reads the grating inslead of 
I,,,,. Therefore, it has been observed that IR,, diffracted from the z-rotated grating in 
the direction of transmission is the forward phase conjugate (FPC) wave. The FPC wave 
has its complex amplitude conjugated in comparison with the probe wave. However, un- 
like 'time-reversed' PC wave, rhc FPC wave propagates in the direction of Iosr (probe 
wave). 

The motat ion of the crystal to  generate PC waves had been successfully incorporated 
in an interferometric scheme'. Here /REF is a plane wave and I,,, is obtained from a 
beam passing through a positive transparency. Figure 2 shows I,,, imaged into the 
crystal by a biconvex lens. After the formation of the spatially varying interference 
pattern of ~ K E F  and /onj the cryslal is rotated by 180' about an axis perpendicular to  the 
plane of incidence. With the object wave lonl cut off, the reference wave IRCF gets 
diffracted in the forward direction. The forward diffracted wave is observed to be the 
FPC replica of the input object wave los,. Figure 3 shows the FPC replica of IoRJ. This 
figure is equivalent to the backward propagating PC wave in the conventional FWM ge- 
ometry. 

The ff-rotation scheme has the FPC wave co-propagating with the probe wave and 
can be used in realising sensitive holographic interferometers5. Interferometers that in- 
corporate conjugate waves are k n o w  to be more sensitive than the conventional inter- 
ferome:sr?. 
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Fic 2.  1 hi. hmagc ot the posrtivc triin\p:trcniy u\ed a, Fli;. 3. Photograph of the forwatd phaae c~njugate of 
the ohject wave tn the ir-rulalnon schemc. the objcct wave generated by the n-rotatvm scheme. 

The LiNbOi:Fe crystal was uscd because of 11s dynamic write, read, and erasure 
properties. The PC interferomeler using a PR crystal is shown to be doubly sensitive in 
comparison to the conventional interferometer. 

The schematic represenvation of generating PC waves by amplitude division is shown in 
Fig 4. A n  inpul wave is amplitude dlvided into two waves at h e  beam splitter BS2. 
These two waves are made to interfere at the back surface of the PDLN crystal such that 
the normal to the crystal surface is the angular bisector. The back surface of the crystal 
promotes the growth of the diffracted signal on the reflection side7. It is known from 
holography8 that two plane waves can be considered as conjugates of each other if their 
angular bisector is the normal to the holographic emulsion. in the proposed expcrimcn- 
tal scheme a phase grating in the IDLN crystal is formed by the interference of a wave 
and its conjugate. Due to self-diffraction each of these waves gets diffracted from the 
phase grating in the d~rection of the other, both on the transmission and the reflection 
sides. Thus on the reflection side, owing to self-diffraction, each wave may be consid- 
ered as generating its own PC wave9. The experimental scheme is extended to an inter- 
ferometer to measure small phase changes in the transmission side''. The interference of 
thc objcct wave on passing through a positive transparency at equilibrium is first stored 
in the TDLN crystal. An interference pattern due to the displacement of the transparency 
is subsequently stored. These two holograms are reconstructed simultaneously by the 
displaced object wave. The far-field pattern formed is a contour of dark and bright 
fringes that gives a measure of the displacement. Such an interferometer is seen to be 
doubly sensitive%s mentioned earlier. 

A similar experimental scheme of self-pumped phase conjugation by wavefro1:t divi- 
sion was carried out". The advantages and the drawbacks of such a scheme were h ~ g h -  
lighted. 

Recently wc had set up the Micheisons interferometer with the PR iron-doped lithium 
niohete crystal as its bean1 splircer. The nonlinear beam splitter has a two-fold operation. 
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k c  4. Schernatlc reprraentmon at gcncratlng phake Fn 5 A lyplcal Mom pJtlCm (5lmulated) thar la a 
conjugate uaves by ampltrude diwuoo. The amplmde measure of a nlt caused 81 the mput of the M~helaona 
diwrmn of thc object w a w  occuis at the heam <plilter intcrferorneter The Mlchelson~ interferorncter ha$ a 
BS?. The phase dstorter is m oll-smeared trarlipal nanlurear halagraphlc beam splilrer. 
ency. 

(i) With the front surface coated with anti-reflection substrate, the back surface of the 
crystal serves as the beam splitter. (ii) Due to PR effect lhc crystal acts as a hologram to 
store information. The crystal therefore serves as a beam splitter and as a hologram stor- 
age device. An argon laser was used as the source to obtain the Michelsonr interference 
fringes on a screen and simultaneously record the hologram formed due to the interfer- 
ence of the beams from thc two arms of thc inlerferometcr. The hologram is continually 
written and read by the input beam. The hologram on being read by the input beam 
forms a distinct pattern different from the Michelsons fringes on the screen and is gov- 
erned by Bragg's diffraction law. A glass wedge is inserted to cause an angular shift in 
the incident laser beam. This would cause twice the angular shift of the Michelsons set 
of tringes and an angular s h ~ f t  of the holographic pattcrn on the screen. A resultani 
Moire interference pattern which is attributed to the phase shift caused by wch  a tilt is 
seen in the region of overlap of these interference fringes. Figure 5 shows the Moire 

( pattern (computer generated) that is typlcal of such tilts. 

3. Theory 

Let the sinusoidally varying input wave be given as 

E,,, (r,r) = n(r)exp{i [ot - k.r - # ( p . ) ] )  

The phase conjugate wave of equation ( l a )  13 

EpcoB, (r,z) = A  * (r)  exp{i [or + k.r +@(r)]}. 
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The FPC wave of eqn ( I  a)  is 

The FPC wave described by eqn ( Ic )  has been used in the n-rotation interferometric 
scheme. Experimental details of such a scheme have been mentioned in Section 2 (Parts 
I and 11). Here the theoretical analysis of the z-rotation scheme I S  briefly mentioned. We 
now consider the complex amplitude of an object wave (plane wave), losl, passing 
through a phase object as given by 

EORJ = EOBI exp(-(4). (2)  

A deformalion or displacement of the object affects Eo,: and is given by 

If the holographic recording medium is expoced first to the interference between EoBl 
and EREF then a hologram of the object I S  stored. When this hologram is illuminated by 
the reference wave EREF the object wave is reconstructed. If the object was to undergo 
phase change given by EDIS then a s~multaneous illumination with the reference wave 
EREF causes the ~nterference between Eels and EoBl and the reconbtructed Eosl wave and 
is given by 

Equation (4) represents the irradiance of the object modulated by cos(@). Small phase 
shifts of 6 4  can be detected by this holographic technique and are revealed as dark and 
bright contours of constant values of S$. These dark and bright fringes are formed at odd 
and even integer multiples of n respectively. 

Let two input waves  ERE^ and Eosl record the hologram. Eo, which is the phase 
conjugate of the original object wave can be obtained on illuminating the hologram by 
E,,,.E0,, and the transmitted Eois can be made to interfere to form fringes that en- 
hance the phase sensitivity as indicated by 

In the z-rotated PC interferometer the interference of the object wave with its FPC wave 
is seen as 

Thus the interference between the displaced object h e m  and its conjugate gives rise 
to  doubling of the phase sensitivity in comparison with the conventional holographic 
interferometer as described by eqn (4). In general, it is evident that a PC replica of the 
object wave when used in an interferometer enhances the sensitivity as compared to con- 
ventional interferometers. 



Various esperimcnla! schemes lo genci11:c PC conjug;ilc WLIVL? ki th  il-on-doped !rthium 
~iiobare crystal werc c u r ~ e d  our. These scheme\ were realised ns intrrferomelers ro 
lncasurr small di?placeme~it oi the ol>jecl wme. Thc Michclmnc intcifcromcrct- with the 
1DL.N cryslel :I\ the beam splilicr was u x d  10 nicdwre lhc lnpul (:It. 
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